Welcome to Ms. Schrader’s Math Class!
Rm 104

email: eschrader7172@spssmith.org

Math 6th, 7th and 8th grade: 2019-2020 School Year
This is offered as a guide for students. These policies and procedures may
change throughout the year. Notice may only be given to students verbally.
Materials: I expect you to bring to class with you each day:
● Pencils, folder (specifically for math), notebook
● Go Math Workbook (If not needed, I will tell you ahead of time)
● Calculator (7th and 8th grade only, for now. 6th grade will
need it later in the year)
Expectations:
● Be respectful to everyone!
○ This includes raising your hand and being quiet while others are
talking, including the teacher.
● Complete homework every night.
○ Homework will be posted on Google Classroom and the school
website as well as written on the board in the classroom.
● Participate in class - Take notes, work on assignments, ask questions
when needed
● No Phones!!! Phones have to be off and in your locker during the day. If I
see it out during class that is an automatic demerit and the phone will be
taken away.
● If you are absent you are expected to catch up on material within a
reasonable amount of time after returning to school. A good way to do this
would be checking Google Classroom and Weekly folders in class and by
coming to extra help!
● Clean up after yourselves and keep your desk clean
Homework: I will usually give homework every night. I will try to keep the
homework between 15-20 minutes long. I will tell you and write on the board
what the homework is each day. Homework is a crucial part of this class. I will
check/grade for completion, not accuracy, everyday. If you are absent then you

will not be penalized for the homework you missed but you will be expected to try
it when you come back to school.
Participation/Miscellaneous: I expect students to be hard workers and try their
best in this class. That means doing class assignments and homework as well as
being respectful to others and being alert during class. If I am writing notes on
the board you should also be writing them down either on a given worksheet or
your notebook.
Grading:
Tests 1-5
Quizzes: 1-4
Homework: Will be given one grade based on overall completion at the
end
of each trimester 5 - None missing
4 - 1-2 missing
3 - Several missing
2 - rarely completes homework
1 - Does not do any homework/participation
Extra Help: I will have specific days for each grade during lunch for extra help.
6th grade is Monday. 7th grade is Tuesday and 8th grade is Thursday. If there is
a test I may change the day of extra help to accommodate for the test. Please let
me know ahead of time (during class or homeroom) that you are coming so I can
give you a pass.
Contact: The best way to contact me is through e-mail:
eschrader7172@spssmith.org. I will usually contact parents/guardians through
e-mail unless you prefer another way (please state below):

E-mail address: ________________________________________________
Would you like to be contacted another way? How?
_______________________________________________________________

Parent/Guardian’s Signature:
____________________________________________

